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Thispaperintroducesthebroadbandoverpowerlines-enhancednetworkmodel(BPLeNM)thatissuitableforefficientlydelivering
the generated data of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) of overhead high-voltage (HV) power grids to the substations. BPLeNM
exploits the high data rates of the already installed BPL networks across overhead HV grids. BPLeNM is compared against other
two well-verified network models from the relevant literature: the linear network model (LNM) and the optimal arrangement
networkmodel(OANM).Thecontributionofthispaperisthreefold.First,thegeneralmathematicalframeworkthatisnecessaryfor
describing WSNs of overhead HV grids is first presented. In detail, the general mathematical formulation of BPLeNM is proposed
while the existing formulations of LNM and OANM are extended so as to deal with the general case of overhead HV grids. Based
on these general mathematical formulations, the general expression of maximum delay time of the WSN data is determined for
the three network models. Second, the three network models are studied and assessed for a plethora of case scenarios. Through
these case scenarios, the impact of different lengths of overhead HV grids, different network arrangements, new communications
technologies, variation of WSN density across overhead HV grids, and changes of generated WSN data rate on the maximum delay
time is thoroughly examined. Third, to assess the performance and the feasibility of the previous network models, the feasibility
probability(FP)isproposed.FPisamacroscopicmetricthatestimateshowmuchpracticalandeconomicallyfeasibleistheselection
of one of the previous three network models. The main conclusion of this paper is that BPLeNM defines a powerful, convenient,
and schedulable network model for today’s and future’s overhead HV grids in the smart grid (SG) landscape.
1. Introduction
The frenzied developments of information and communi-
cation technologies (ICTs) combined with the significant
advances in the fields of power monitoring, metering, and
controlling are going to have a significant impact on the
operation of future’s power systems. Actually, the integration
o fn e wI C T sa c r o s st h ev i n t a g et r a n s m i s s i o na n dd i s t r i b u t i o n
powergridsallowsutilitiesandpowersupplierstoreconsider
power grid operation aiming at improving power grid effi-
c i e n c y ,q u a l i t y ,a n dr e l i a b i l i t y[ 1–4]. Apart from the insertion
o fn e wI C T s ,t h en e e df o ran e ws m a r t e rg r i dh a sa r i s e n
due to the aging of grid equipment, the increase of power
demands,theintegrationofalternativeandrenewableenergy
resources, the deregulated energy markets, and the climate
changes [5–9].
To ensure robust and cost-efficient power transmission
and delivery and proactive and real-time diagnosis of grid
equipment failures and to prevent power capacity limita-
tions, possible blackouts, natural/deliberate accidents, and
transient faults, information harvesting is the key element
[6] .B a s e do nt h ei n f o r m a t i o n ,t h en e ws m a r tg r i d( S G )
could be a self-healing and fault tolerant system easily
accommodating variations in generation, storage, and con-
sumption [10–13]. Towards that direction, wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) have recently gained great attention for
power network monitoring and controlling. A WSN is a
network of distributed autonomous devices (sensors) that
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sense, monitor, and transmit physical or environmental
conditions in a collaborative, low-cost, and energy-limited
way [14, 15]. Although sensors can be easily deployed in
various components across the entire power grid, sensors
suffer from important constraints in terms of their power
supply, communications and computational capabilities, and
information storage [11, 14, 16–19]. Despite these constraints,
sensors must uninterruptedly generate measurements of a
varietyofph ysicalandelectricalparametershavingasaresult
as i g n i fi c a n ta m o u n to fi n f o r m a t i o nt h a tn e e d st ob et i m e l y
delivered. In order to transform today’s power grid to the
robust SG of the future, the fast and reliable delivery of the
fine-grained sensor information data to the control center
becomes a critical issue [11, 16, 20, 21].
Through the prism of WSNs, this paper studies the
wireless and wireline communications infrastructure for
monitoring, metering, and controlling the overhead HV
networks. To assess the potential of this communications
infrastructure, a general mathematical framework as well
as guidelines on the design of ICT networks across the
overheadhigh-voltage(HV)gridsisproposed.Infact,taking
into consideration the well-verified knowledge of [22–26]
concerning the application of WSNs across overhead HV
grids, this paper proposes the broadband over power lines-
enhanced network model (BPLeNM). BPLeNM is a network
model tailor-made for supporting the overhead HV net-
work monitoring, surveillance, and controlling applications
exploiting the already installed broadband over power lines
(BPL) networks across the overhead HV grids.
As it concerns the integration of WSNs with power line
communications (PLC), the idea of deploying WSNs across
overheadHVgridsexploitingthetraditionallow-bitratePLC
networks, such as supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA), has already been analyzed in [27–29]. However,
there is a recent urgent need for upgrading the age-old
overhead HV/PLC networks with high-bitrate data commu-
n i c a t i o n sc a p a b i l i t i e st h a tm a ys u p p o r tf u t u r eb r o a d b a n dS G
applications, which are requisites during the SG transition
[16, 21, 30]. The transformation of the existing overhead HV
grid into a smarter overhead HV network can be achieved
throughthedeploymentofBPLnetworksacrosstheirexisting
power grid infrastructure. In many countries, this gradual
integration has already begun; overhead HV/BPL networks
define the key to delivering broadband last mile access in
remote and/or underdeveloped areas and, at the same time,
constitute an omnipresent communications platform for the
deployment of WSNs [31–37].
The performance of BPLeNM is examined against two
other well-verified network models of the recent literature
[11,24–26]:thelinearnetworkmodel(LNM)andtheoptimal
arrangement network model (OANM). The comparative
a n a l y s i so ft h en e t w o r k sm o d e l si sb a s e do nt h em e t r i co f
maximum delay time that is the maximum time for the data
of the sensors to arrive at the control center. Though LNM
and OANM are well defined, both models are going to be
generalized in this paper in order to be able to cope with
real overhead HV networks. In addition, new ICT features
are first integrated in these network models so that their
performance potential is examined. The comparison of the
threenetworkmodelsrevealsthatBPLeNMisacost-effective
andreliablenetworkarchitecturewithafastresponsetime.In
fact,BPLeNMexploitseitherthewirelessorthewirelinecom-
munications infrastructure that is available across overhead
HV/BPL networks in contrast with LNM and OANM that
are exclusively based on the wireless infrastructure. Finally,
on the basis of the reporting interval time of sensors that is
the interval time between two consecutive transmissions of
datafromasensor,thefeasibilityprobability(FP)isproposed.
FP is a macroscopic metric that estimates the practicability
and economical feasibility of implementing network models
across overhead HV networks.
Therestofthispaperisorganizedasfollows.InSection 2,
t h eo v e r h e a dH Vc o n fi g u r a t i o na sw e l la st h em a i nf e a t u r e s
of the overhead HV/BPL transmission is demonstrated.
Section 3 synopsizes the main features of WSNs. In addition,
WSN integration guidelines with the overhead HV networks
are provided. In the context of this integration, LNM,
OANM, and BPLeNM are thoroughly analyzed. In Section 4,
numerical results and conclusions are demonstrated, aiming
at revealing the interaction of WSNs with overhead HV
networks and the prevalence of BPLeNM against LNM and
OANM. Section 5 concludes this paper.
2. Overhead HV Transmission Power
Networks-Multiconductor Transmission
Line (MTL) Configurations and BPL
Network Architecture
2.1. Overhead HV MTL Configurations. In the electrical
power industry, overhead transmission systems are mainly
classified by (i) their voltage levels, which may vary from
150kV up to 1000kV; (ii) the number of MTL circuits per
each overhead HV tower. There are two main categories:
single-anddouble-circuitMTLconfigurations.Morespecifi-
cally, in the case of single-circuit three-phase overhead HV
configurations, each overhead HV tower supports three-
phase conductors. In the case of double-circuit three-phase
overhead HV configurations, each overhead HV tower sup-
ports six-phase conductors; and (iii) the number of neutral
conductors per each overhead HV tower [38–41].
A typical case of 150kV single-circuit overhead HV MTL
configuration is depicted in Figure 1. The three parallelphase
conductors1,2,and3thatarespacedbyΔ
150kV
𝑝 aresuspended
at heights ℎ
150kV
𝑝 above lossy ground on the overhead HV
tower. Moreover, the two parallel neutral conductors 4 and
5t h a ta r es p a c e db yΔ
150kV
𝑛 hang at heights ℎ
150kV
𝑛 on
t h eo v e r h e a dH Vt o w e r .Th i st h r e e - p h a s efi v e - c o n d u c t o r
overheadHVMTLconfigurationisconsideredinthepresent
workconsistingofACSRGROSBEKconductors[40–43].The
exactdimensionsofthisoverheadHVMTLconfigurationare
detailed in [38, 41]. Depending on geographical constraints
andothertechnoeconomicissues,thedistance𝐿relay between
two overhead HV towers varies from 0.5km to 1km.
On signal propagation via overhead HV/BPL networks,
t h er o l eo fi m p e r f e c tg r o u n dw a sa n a l y z e di n[ 38–41, 44–
52]. The ground is considered as the reference conductor. ItsISRN Power Engineering 3
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Figure 1: 150kV single-circuit overhead HV MTL configuration integrated with WSN [38, 40–43].
conductivity 𝜎𝑔 is assumed equal to 5mS/m while its relative
permittivity 𝜀𝑟𝑔 is assumed equal to 13, which is a realistic
scenario [38–41, 45, 47, 49].
2.2. Overhead HV/BPL Networks and Corresponding HV/BPL
Topologies. T oda y ,thousandsofkmofo verheadHVlinesare
i n s t a l l e di nm o r et h a n1 2 0c o u n t r i e s .Th e s el i n e ss t r e t c hfr o m
the generation points to main consumers such as population
centres and heavy industrial zones. These distances 𝐿 vary
from approximately 25km to 190km. Shorter branch lengths
𝐿 in the range of 10km to 50km are used so that connections
between overhead HV transmission lines can be deployed
[38, 40, 41, 52–57].
Due to their ubiquitous nature, overhead HV lines define
the cornerstone of developing an advanced IP-based power
system, offering a plethora of potential SG applications [40,
41, 53, 54]. The transformation of the existing overhead
HV power grid to a smarter overhead HV network can be
achievedthroughthedeploymentofBPLnetworksacrossthe
existingpowergridinfrastructure.Apartfromthedeliveryof
broadbandlastmileaccess inremoteand/orunderdeveloped
areas, overhead HV/BPL networks constitute a potentially
convenient and inexpensive communication medium for the
deployment of WSNs [31–37].
In overhead HV/BPL networks, the basic network device
is the BPL unit. Depending on the BPL network design and
the network performance requirements, BPL units that are
i n s t a l l e do n t oo v e r h e a dH Vl i n e sc a nb ep l a c e da td i s t a n c e s
𝐿BPL varying from 1km to 100km [38–41]. These units
coupleBPLsignalintooverheadHVlinesviatheirintegrated
BPL modems. Each BPL unit can be configured either as
repeater or as aggregator; a repeater performs extraction,
regeneration, and injection of the BPL signal, whereas an
aggregator collects the traffic generated by the BPL repeaters
that are dispersed across the overhead HV/BPL network.
Regardless of their role, each pair of adjacent BPL units
defines the ends of a BPL subnetwork that is characterized
by its topology [38, 40, 41, 58, 59]. Hence, each overhead
HV/BPLnetworkconsistsoftheserialconnectionofdifferent
overhead HV/BPL topologies.
Due to their system design, each BPL unit can comfort-
a b l ys u p p o r te i t h e rw i r e l e s sb r o a d b a n da c c e s st oe n du s e r s ,
such as consumers and WSNs, through Bluetooth, ZigBee,
and IEEE WiFi 802.11 technologies or wireless point-to-point
connections to its adjacent BPL units [34–36]. Thus, the
survivability of overhead HV/BPL networks with WSNs is
guaranteed for several hours even if the wired connection
of overhead HV lines between BPL units is temporarily4 ISRN Power Engineering
lost. Anyway, only the wireline communications interface
between BPL units (BPL wireline connection)is examined in
this paper.
2.3. Capacity of Overhead HV/BPL Networks. To examine
the broadband potential of overhead HV/BPL networks, the
exploitation of accurate channel models at high frequencies
acrosstheoverheadHVlinesisimperative.Asusuallydonein
BPLtransmission,thehybridmethodisemployedtoexamine
thespectralbehaviorofoverheadHV/BPLnetworksinstalled
on overhead HV MTL configurations [38–41, 44–48, 60–
63]. More specifically, the hybrid method, which is a careful
cascade of well-known microwave engineering techniques,
comprises (i) the bottom-up approach:i tc o m b i n e sM T L
theory with similarity transformations achieving to solve the
propagation analysis problem by determining the excited
modes of overhead HV MTL configurations in terms of their
propagation constants; (ii) the top-down approach:i tc o n s i s t s
of the concatenation of multidimensional 𝑇-matrices that
circuitally describe the transmission analysis problem across
the occurred overhead HV/BPL topologies. Synoptically, the
hybridmethodreceivesasinputthesystemparametersofthe
examined overhead HV MTL configurations and overhead
HV/BPL topologies and gives as output a series of useful
metrics, such as transfer function 𝐻(𝑓) and capacity 𝐶,
that are suitable for assessing the broadband performance of
overheadHV/BPLtopologiesand,thus,ofoverheadHV/BPL
networks.
Capacity is the maximum achievable transmission rate
over an overhead HV/BPL channel. It depends on the
o v e r h e a dH VM T Lc o n fi g u r a t i o n ,t h eo v e r h e a dH V / B P L
topology,theoperationfrequencyband,theappliedcoupling
scheme that injects the BPL signal into overhead HV lines,
the imposed injected power spectral density (IPSD) limits
that regulate electromagnetic interference (EMI) emissions
o ft h eo v e r h e a dH V / B P Ln e t w o r ko p e r a t i o n ,a n dt h en o i s e
characteristics. Therefore, to evaluate the capacity of over-
headHV/BPLtopologies,exceptforthetransferfunction,the
hybrid method requires as additional inputs a set of related
transmission and power spectral properties concerning the
operation of overhead HV/BPL networks. In detail, these
transmission and power spectral properties are as follows.
(i) Coupling Scheme. According to how signals are injected
onto overhead HV/BPL transmission lines, two different
coupling schemes exist [39–41]: (i) wire-to-wire (WtW)
coupling schemes when the signal is injected between two
conductors;and(ii)wire-to-ground(WtG)couplingschemes
when the signal is injected onto one conductor and returns
via the ground. Without losing the generality of the analysis,
only one WtG coupling scheme will be preferred for the rest
of the analysis; with reference to Figure 1,o n l yW t Gc o u p l i n g
scheme between conductor 1 and ground is assumed (WtG
1
coupling scheme).
(ii) The IPSD Limits. Since overhead HV/BPL networks
m a yb e c o m eb o t has o u r c ea n dav i c t i mo fE M I ,ac r i t i c a l
issue related to their operation is the power constraints that
should be imposed. These power constraints guarantee that
overhead HV/BPL networks harmonically coexist with other
already licensed telecommunications systems [44, 47, 48,
64, 65]. Among regulatory bodies that have established EMI
regulations concerning BPL network operation, the most
important are those of FCC Part 15 due to their proneness
to the broadband exploitation of BPL technology [66–70].
However, as it has already been presented in [39, 44, 47, 48],
as i m p l e rr e g u l a t o rya p p r o a c hw o u l db et oa v o i df o r m a lE M I
compliance tests by limiting IPSD to a level that, in most
circumstances, does not exceed the former EMI regulation.
AmongthedifferentIPSDlimitproposalsthatcompliedwith
F C CP a r t1 5l i m i t s ,t h eI P S Dl i m i t sp r o p o s e db yO f c o m ,
which are detailed in [66–70], are the most cited. More
specifically, for overhead HV/BPL networks, according to
Ofcom, in the 3–30MHz frequency range maximum levels
of −60dBm/Hz constitute appropriate IPSD limits 𝑝(𝑓)
providing presumption of compliance with the current FCC
Part 15 limits [39, 44, 47, 48, 70–72].
(iii) Noise Characteristics. According to [44, 47–49, 73–
76], two types of noise are dominant in overhead HV/BPL
networks. (i) Colored background noise:it is the environ-
mental noise that depends on weather conditions, humidity,
geographical location, height of overhead HV MTL config-
uration, corona discharge, and so forth. (ii) Narrowband
noise: it is the cumulative result of various narrowband
interferencesthatareproducedbyothertelecommunications
systemsoperatingatthesamefrequencyrangewithoverhead
HV/BPL networks. In accordance with [39, 44], as it regards
the noise properties of overhead HV/BPL networks in the
3–30MHz frequency band, uniform additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) PSD level 𝑁(𝑓) is assumed. Thoroughly
examining the existing BPL noise literature [44, 47–49, 71–
73, 76], the average uniform AWGN/PSD level is equal to
−105dBm/Hz (average noise scenario).
Taking into account the aforementioned power spectral
and transmission properties, the capacity of an overhead
HV/BPL topology in the 3–30MHz frequency band is given
by [39, 44, 47, 48, 77–79] as follows:
𝐶≡𝐶(𝐿=𝐾 ) =𝑓 𝑠
𝐿−1
∑
𝑞=0
log2 {1 + [SNR(3MHz +𝑞 𝑓 𝑠)
⋅򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨𝐻(3MHz +𝑞 𝑓 𝑠)򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨
2]},
(1)
SNR(𝑓) =
⟨𝑝(𝑓)⟩𝐿
⟨𝑁(𝑓)⟩𝐿
, (2)
𝐾=
(30 − 3) MHz
𝑓𝑠
, (3)
where 𝐻{⋅} is the transfer function of the overhead HV/BPL
topology considered that depends on the coupling scheme
applied,⟨⋅⟩𝐿 isanoperatorthatconvertsdBm/Hzintoalinear
power ratio (W/Hz), 𝐾 i st h en u m b e ro fs u b c h a n n e l si nt h e
BPL signal frequency range of interest, and 𝑓𝑠 is the flat-
fading subchannel frequency spacing.ISRN Power Engineering 5
The cumulative capacity is defined as the cumulative
upper limit of information which can reliably be transmitted
overtheoverheadHV/BPLtopology .Forgivenfrequency𝑓∈
[3,30]MHz, overhead HVMTL configuration and coupling
scheme configuration, taking into account (1), cumulative
capacity is determined by [77–79]
Cum𝐶(𝑓)=𝐶(𝐿=
򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩
𝑓−3MHz
𝑓𝑠
򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩 򵄩
+1 ), (4)
where ‖𝑥‖ is the nearest integer to 𝑥.I nf a c t ,c u m u l a t i v e
capacitydescribestheaggregatecapacityeffectofallsubchan-
nels of the examined frequency band.
3. WSNs across the Transmission Power Grid:
WSN Communications Infrastructure and
Network Models
S i n c eo v e r h e a dH Vn e t w o r k sc a np r o v i d et h en e c e s s a r y
broadband communications platform for various SG appli-
cations, WSNs can be easily integrated in this broadband
context [80, 81]. Based on an established mathematical
framework suitable for describing WSNs of transmission
power grids [11, 24–26, 82], WSN broadband performance as
well as WSN coexistence with overhead HV/BPL networks is
assessed through the performance metric of maximum delay
time in delivering data measured by sensors [83–85].
3.1. WSN Architecture. According to [11, 24–26], a WSN
architecture tailor-made for supporting overhead HV
line monitoring, metering, and controlling applications is
depicted in Figure 1. Each overhead HV tower is equipped
with a relay node that may have both short- and long-range
communications capabilities depending on the functions
of the relay nodes [14, 25]. The relay nodes receive data
from their surrounding sensors, which can perform only
short-rangecommunication,that are located at overhead HV
tower, overhead HV lines, and the surrounding environment
[24, 86, 87]. Due to their long-range communications
capabilities, relay nodes of adjacent overhead HV towers
exchange the collected information between them [10]. The
goal of this exchange is the arrival of collected information
data to the control center or substations that define the ends
o ft h eo v e r h e a dH Vn e t w o r k — s e eF i g u r e s2(a)–2(c).
3.2. Network Models. Network models help to tune the
wireless and wireline communications infrastructure of the
overhead HV lines so that WSN data are timely delivered to
the control center. On the basis of the established mathemat-
ical framework of [11, 24–26], two well-validated models—
that is, LNM and OANM—and the proposed one—that is,
BPLeNM—areappliedtoW SN swithregardtothemaximum
delay time in delivering data measured by sensors to the
control center (Internet); namely, we have the following.
(i) LNM. As it has already been mentioned and depicted
in Figure 2(a), the substations 1 and 2 define the ends of
the examined overhead HV network. The substations are
connectedtothecontrolcenterviawirelineconnections,such
as optical fibre, DSL connections, and Ethernet connections.
The control center essentially allows the direct connection
of WSNs with the Internet in order to allow their better
s u p e r v i s i o na n dc o n t r o l .I nt h ef o l l o w i n ga n a l y s i s ,t h ed e l a y
time added by the connection of substations to the control
center is omitted for all the examined network models due
to these high-bitrate and short-length wireline connections.
Depending on the length of the overhead HV network 𝐿
and the spacing between overhead HV towers 𝐿relay, 𝑛relay =
⌈𝐿/𝐿relay⌉−1overhead HV towers are distributed across the
overhead HV network. Anyway, it is assumed that distance
𝐿relay isadivisorofdistance𝐿withoutharmingthegenerality
of the following analysis. Since each overhead HV tower is
equipped with one relay node, 𝑛relay relay nodes are deployed
acrosstheoverheadHVnetwork.Eachrelaynodereceivesthe
sent information from its surrounding sensors. Since sensors
can perform only short-range communication links due to
their battery restrictions and size, their communication with
the relay node is achieved through short-range communica-
tion technologies, such as Bluetooth and ZigBee [19, 88, 89].
After collecting information from the sensors, the relay node
wirelesslysendsitsinformationtoitsneighborrelaynodethat
is closer to the substations. In Figure 2(a),t h i sc o n n e c t i o ni s
denoted by sensor network wireless relaying. According to
[11, 24–26], the maximum delay time, which is the total time
for the data of the relay node ⌈𝑛relay/2⌉ to arrive at its nearest
substation, is then given by
𝜏LNM =
⌈𝑛relay/2⌉ × (⌈𝑛relay/2⌉ + 1) × 𝑆𝑑
2𝑅SNWR
, (5)
where ⌈𝑥⌉ returns the lowest integer that is not less than 𝑥,
𝑆𝑑 is the message size per relay node, and 𝑅SNWR is the data
rate of the sensor network wireless relaying [90]. Note that
the above simple calculation does not include the relaying
channel access time and the data transmission time between
sensors and relay node that are omitted for all the network
models of this analysis.
(ii) OANM. A more efficient network model to deliver the
c o l l e c t e dd a t af r o mt h es e n s o r si st h ee s t a b l i s h m e n to fd i r e c t
wireless links between relay nodes and the control center.
WithreferencetoFigure 2(b),thesewirelesslinksaredenoted
by long relay node wireless connections and permit the data
exchange between relay nodes and Internet without the hop-
by-hopinterventionofadjacentrelaynodesandtheexistence
of control center. Since base stations can be situated several
km away from the relay nodes, the long relay node wireless
connections should rely on cellular technologies, such as
GSM, 3G, and 4G/LTE wireless connections [91]. Despite
the delay and workload minimization, this network model is
characterized by the high equipment cost and extra energy
consumptionduetothelongrelaynodewirelessconnections.
To establish a satisfactory trade-off between cost and
delay minimization, OANM has been proposed in [11, 26].
Accordingtothisnetworkmodel,𝑔OANM relaynodesdenoted
by representative relay nodes are equipped with long relay6 ISRN Power Engineering
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Figure 2: WSN architecture and network models (a) LNM, (b) OANM, and (c) BPLeNM.ISRN Power Engineering 7
node wireless connection capabilities. Also, the two sub-
stations are representative nodes because they are always
connected to the Internet via wireline connections. The
𝑔OANM +2representative nodes define corresponding relay
node groups where the 𝑛relay relay nodes of the overhead HV
network are divided into these groups.
In accordance with [11, 26], to determine the maximum
delay time applying OANM, three assumptions should first
be made.
(i) Each relay node collects the same amount of data
from its sensors. As it has already been mentioned,
since the data transmission time between each sensor
and relay node remains the same regardless of the
network model applied, this time is neglected in the
rest of this analysis.
(ii) The maximum delay time of relay node groups
is the same. This implies that each relay node
group has a symmetric structure. With reference to
Figure 2(b), each relay node group 𝐺𝑖𝑔OANM, 𝑖𝑔OANM =
2,...,𝑔 OANM +1 ,c o m p r i s e s2𝑘OANM + 1 relay nodes.
The middle relay node 𝑖, 𝑖=𝑖 relay,OANM,i st h e
representativeone.The2𝑘OANM relaynodessendtheir
data in a hop-by-hop manner to the representative
relay node as depicted in Figure 2(b).
(iii) The remaining 𝑛relay −𝑔 OANM ×( 2 𝑘 OANM +1 )relay
nodes are divided into the node groups 𝐺𝑖𝑔OANM,
𝑖𝑔OANM =1 ,a n d𝐺𝑖𝑔OANM, 𝑖𝑔OANM =𝑔 OANM +2 ,o f
the substations 1 and 2, respectively. With reference
to Figure 2(b), the relay nodes 𝑖, 𝑖 = 1,...,⌈(𝑛 relay −
𝑔OANM ×( 2 𝑘 OANM + 1))/2⌉, send their data in a hop-
by-hop manner to the substation 1, whereas the relay
nodes 𝑖, 𝑖=𝑛 relay −⌊ ( 𝑛 relay −𝑔 OANM ×( 2 𝑘 OANM +
1))/2⌋ + 1,...,𝑛 relay, send their data in a hop-by-
hop manner to the substation 2 where ⌊𝑥⌋ returns
the largest integer not greater than 𝑥.H e n c e ,t h e
maximum delay time of the node group of substation
1 is always greater or equal in comparison with the
maximum delay time of the node group of substation
2.
To evaluate the maximum delay time, two other delay
times should previously be determined; namely, we have the
following.
(i) The Maximum Delay Time of the Relay Node Group
𝜏OANM,RNG. Since all relay node groups have the same
long relay node wireless connection capabilities and
t h es a m es y m m e t r i cs t r u c t u r ew i t he q u a ln u m b e ro f
relay nodes, these relay node groups present the same
maximum delay time. With reference to Figure 2(b),
there are two components in the delay, namely: (a)
themaximumdelaytimeoftherelaynode𝜏
(1)
OANM,RNG,
which is the total time for the data of the relay node
𝑖relay,OANM +𝑘 OANM to arrive to its corresponding
representativerelaynode𝑖relay,OANM.Basedo n(5),the
maximum delay time of the relay node is determined
by
𝜏
(1)
OANM,RNG =
𝑘OANM ×( 𝑘 OANM +1 )×𝑆 𝑑
2𝑅SNWR
+
𝑘OANM ×𝑆 𝑑
𝑅SNWR
.
(6)
Note that the last term in (6) represents the delay
time that one side of the relay node group should
wait so that no collision occurs in the representative
relay node due to the simultaneous transmission of
the other side; (b) the delay time of sending all
the collected data from the representative relay node
to the control center through the long relay node
wireless connection 𝜏
(2)
OANM,RNG.Th i sd e l a yt i m ei s
given from
𝜏
(2)
OANM,RNG =
(2𝑘OANM +1 )×𝑆 𝑑
𝑅LRNWC
, (7)
where 𝑅LRNWC is the data rate of the long relay node
wireless connection.
The maximum delay time of the relay node group is
determined from
𝜏OANM,RNG =𝜏
(1)
OANM,RNG +𝜏
(2)
OANM,RNG. (8)
(ii) The Maximum Delay Time of the Node Group of
Substation 1 𝜏OANM,NG1. It is the total time for the
data of the relay node ⌈(𝑛relay −𝑔 OANM ×( 2 𝑘 OANM +
1))/2⌉ to arrive at the substation 1. Based on (5), the
maximum delay time of the node group of substation
1 is determined by
𝜏OANM,NG1
=( ⌈
𝑛relay −𝑔 OANM ×( 2 𝑘 OANM +1 )
2
⌉
×(⌈
𝑛relay −𝑔 OANM ×( 2 𝑘 OANM +1 )
2
⌉+1 )×𝑆 𝑑)
×( 2 𝑅 SMWR)
−1.
(9)
Taking into account (8)a n d( 9), the maximum delay time is
determined from
𝜏OANM = max{𝜏OANM,RNG,𝜏 OANM,NG1}, (10)
where max{𝑥,𝑦} returns the highest value between either 𝑥
or 𝑦.
In [11, 16, 20, 26, 92], the optimization problem of
minimizingthemaximumdelaytimeof (10)hasbeeninvesti-
gated. More specifically, the optimization problem of OANM
determines the value of parameters such as the number of
longrelaynodewirelessconnectionsandthenumberofrelay
nodes per each node group for given overhead HV network8 ISRN Power Engineering
and cost/energy restrictions. In addition, straightforward
relations among the former parameters and the maximum
delay time in information delivery have been presented.
(i) BPLeNM:b a s e do nt h ea r c h i t e c t u r eo fo v e r h e a dH V / B P L
networks, the proposed network model exploits the already
validated knowledge of LNM and the OANM. More specif-
ically, overhead HV lines cover distances 𝐿 that vary from
10km to 190km, whereas BPL units that are installed onto
these lines can be placed at distances 𝐿BPL varying from
1k mt o5 0k m[ 38–42, 53–57]. Depending on the previous
distances, 𝑛BPL = ⌈𝐿/𝐿BPL⌉−1 , BPL units are installed
across the overhead HV network. To facilitate the following
analysis without harming its generality, it is assumed that
distances 𝐿BPL and 𝐿relay are divisors of distances 𝐿 and
𝐿BPL, respectively. Hence, the assumption of LNM indicating
that the distance 𝐿relay is a divisor of distance 𝐿 is also
valid in BPLeNM. Anyway, the previous assumptions can be
easily implemented during the design of overhead HV/BPL
networks.
Inordertovalidatethemathematicalmodelandthemax-
imum delay time of BPLeNM, four assumptions concerning
the network architecture of BPLeNM are given.
(a) Each relay node collects the same amount of data
from its sensors.
(b) The maximum delay time of relay node groups
is the same. This implies that each relay node
group has a symmetric structure. With reference to
Figure 2(c), each relay node group 𝐺𝑖𝑔BPLeNM, 𝑖𝑔BPLeNM =
2,...,𝑔 BPLeNM +1 ,c o m p r i s e s𝑘BPLeNM +1relay
nodes. The first relay node 𝑖, 𝑖=𝑖 relay,BPLeNM,o f
the relay node group is the representative one. The
other 𝑘BPLeNM relay nodes send their data in a hop-
by-hop manner to the representative relay node as
depictedinFigure 2(c).Whentherepresentativerelay
node receives all the data, then it sends them to the
corresponding 𝑖repeater B P Lu n i tv i aas h o r tr e l a yn o d e
wireless connection, such as Bluetooth, ZigBee, or
IEEEWiFi802.11technology.Today,IEEEWiFi802.11
technology is the most common interface of BPL
units [58, 59].
(c) After collecting information from the representative
relay node, the BPL unit sends its information to
its neighbor BPL unit, that is, closer to the sub-
stations. In Figure 2(c), this information delivery is
achieved through the BPL wireline connection in a
hop-by-hop manner. Similarly to LNM, BPL units
𝑖repeater =1,...,⌈𝑛 BPLeNM/2⌉ send their collected data
to the substation 1, whereas BPL units 𝑖repeater =
⌈𝑛BPLeNM/2⌉+1,...,𝑛 BPLeNM sendtheircollecteddata
to the substation 2.
(d) The remaining 𝑛relay −𝑔 BPLeNM ×( 𝑘 BPLeNM +1 )
relay nodes are allocated to the node group 𝐺𝑖𝑔BPLeNM,
𝑖𝑔BPLeNM =1 , of the substation 1. With reference to
Figure 2(c), the relay nodes 𝑖, 𝑖=1,...,𝑘 BPLeNM,s e n d
their data in a hop-by-hop manner to the substation
1.ConverselytoOANM,𝑘BPLeNM isnotauser-defined
variablebutitdependsonthedistances𝐿BPLand𝐿relay
through the relation 𝑘BPLeNM =⌈ 𝐿 BPL/𝐿relay⌉−1 .
To evaluate the maximum delay time, two other delay
times should previously be determined; namely, we have the
following.
(i) The Maximum Delay Time of the Relay Node Group
viaBPLUnits𝜏BPLeNM,RNG.Sinceallrelaynodegroups
h a v et h es a m es h o r tr e l a yn o d ew i r e l e s sc o n n e c t i o n
capabilities either between them or to the BPL units
and the same symmetric structure with equal num-
ber of relay nodes, these relay node groups present
t h es a m em a x i m u md e l a yt i m e .W i t hr e f e r e n c et o
Figure 2(c), there are three components in the delay,
namely:(a)themaximumdelaytimeoftherelaynode
𝜏
(1)
BPLeNM,RNG, which is the total time for the data of
the relay node 𝑖relay,BPLeNM +𝑘 BPLeNM to arrive to its
corresponding representative relay node 𝑖relay,BPLeNM.
S i m i l a r l yt o( 6 ) ,t h em a x i m u md e l a yt i m eo ft h er e l a y
node is determined by
𝜏
(1)
BPLeNM,RNG =
𝑘BPLeNM ×( 𝑘 BPLeNM +1 )×𝑆 𝑑
2𝑅SNWR
. (11)
In contrast with (6), only one side in the relay node
group exists. Thus, no collision occurs in the repre-
sentative relay node; (b) the delay time of sending all
the collected data from the representative relay node
to the BPL unit through the short relay node wireless
connection𝜏
(2)
BPLeNM,RNG.Thisdelaytimeisgivenfrom
𝜏
(2)
BPLeNM,RNG =
(𝑘BPLeNM +1 )×𝑆 𝑑
𝑅SRNWC
, (12)
where 𝑅SRNWC is the data rate of the short relay node
wirelessconnection;and(c)themaximumdelaytime
of the BPL unit 𝜏
(3)
BPLeNM,RNG,w h i c hi st h et o t a lt i m e
for the data of the BPL unit 𝑖repeater to arrive to the
substation. Similarly to (6), the maximum delay time,
which is the total time for the data of the BPL unit
⌈𝑛BPL/2⌉ to arrive at its nearest substation, is then
given by
𝜏
(3)
BPLeNM,RNG=
⌈𝑛BPL/2⌉×(⌈𝑛BPL/2⌉ + 1)×(𝑘BPLeNM +1 )×𝑆 𝑑
2𝑅BPL
,
(13)
where 𝑅BPL is the data rate of the BPL wireline
connection. In accordance with Section 2.2, capacity
is the maximum achievable transmission rate over
an overhead HV/BPL channel. Thus, data rate 𝑅BPL
is equal to or lower than the capacity of the arisen
overhead HV/BPL topology between two adjacent
BPL units or one BPL unit and the substation; say
𝑅BPL ≤𝐶 .
The maximum delay time of the relay node group is
determined from
𝜏BPLeNM,RNG =𝜏
(1)
BPLeNM,RNG +𝜏
(2)
BPLeNM,RNG +𝜏
(3)
BPLeNM,RNG.
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(ii) The Maximum Delay Time of the Node Group of
Substation1𝜏BPLeNM,NG1.Itisthetotaltimeforthedata
of the relay node 𝑘BPLeNM to arrive at the substation 1.
Based on (9), the maximum delay time of the node
group of substation 1 is determined by
𝜏BPLeNM,NG1 =
𝑘BPLeNM ×( 𝑘 BPLeNM +1 )×𝑆 𝑑
2𝑅SNWR
. (15)
Takingintoaccount(14)a nd(15),themaximumdelaytimeis
given from
𝜏BPLeNM = max{𝜏BPLeNM,RNG,𝜏 BPLeNM,NG1}. (16)
From (16), it is evident that the maximum delay time of
BPLeNMmainlydependsonthedesignofoverheadHV/BPL
network, say, the number of BPL units.
4. Numerical Results and Discussion
The simulation results of various implementation scenarios
of WSNs and overhead HV networks aim at highlighting (i)
their broadband performance and how various inherent and
imposedfactorsinfluencethemetricofmaximumdelaytime;
(ii) the comparative performance of LNM, OANM, and the
proposed BPLeNM for a plethora of different arrangement
scenarios.
All the system parameters as well as their default values
t h a ta r ei n v o l v e di nt h ef o l l o w i n ga n a l y s i sa r er e p o r t e di n
Table 1.Th e s ev a l u e sh e l pt o w a r d st h ee s t a b l i s h m e n to fr e a l -
istic implementation scenarios. Note that all the assumptions
of Section 3.2 are satisfied.
4.1. Influence of Overhead HV/BPL Topologies on BPL Capac-
ity Performance. The capacity performance of overhead
HV/BPL networks in terms of capacity and cumulative
capacity is evaluated based on the application of FCC Part
15 limits and the assumption of average noise scenario in the
3–30MHz frequency band. In this subsection, the impact of
t h el e n g t ho fo v e r h e a dH V / B P Lt o p o l o g i e so nt h ec a p a c i t y
metrics of Section 2.3 is examined.
Forthenumericalcomputations,the150kVsingle-circuit
overhead HV MTL configuration, depicted in Figure 1,h a s
beenconsidered.InordertoapplytheBPLeNM,anoverhead
HV/BPLnetworkoflength𝐿isdividedinto𝑛BPL+1overhead
HV/BPL topologies of length 𝐿BPL. Each overhead HV/BPL
topology is separated into segments—network modules—
each of them comprising the successive branches encoun-
tered, see Figure 3.H o w ev e r ,thi spa pe ro nl yf ocu se so no v e r -
head HV/BPL networks that comprise “LOS” transmission
topologies where “LOS” topologies correspond to line-of-
sight transmission of wireless channels (i.e., no branches are
encountered, 𝐿𝑏1 =𝐿 𝑏2 = ⋅⋅⋅ = 𝐿𝑏𝑛BPL+1 =0 , 𝑍 𝑏1 =
𝑍𝑏2 =⋅⋅⋅=𝑍 𝑏𝑛BPL+1 =∞ ). Hence, the “LOS” transmission
along the average end-to-end distance 𝐿BPL of the overhead
HV/BPLtopologyisassumed.WithreferencetoFigure 3,the
transmitting and the receiving ends are assumed matched
to the characteristic impedance of the supported channels,
which is a typical procedure [39–42, 44–49, 55].
With reference to Figure 3 and Table 1, six indicative
overhead HV/BPL topologies of “LOS” transmission are
examined; namely, we have the following.
(1) The “LOS” transmission along the distance 𝐿BPL =
1km (topology A).
(2) The “LOS” transmission along the distance 𝐿BPL =
2km (topology B).
(3) The “LOS” transmission along the distance 𝐿BPL =
5km (topology C).
(4) The “LOS” transmission along the distance 𝐿BPL =
10km (topology D).
(5) The “LOS” transmission along the distance 𝐿BPL =
25km (topology E).
(6) The “LOS” transmission along the distance 𝐿BPL =
50km (topology F).
As it concerns the capacity characteristics of the 150kV
single-circuit overhead HV/BPL topologies, in Figure 4,t h e
cumulative capacity is plotted versus frequency in the 3–
3 0M H zf r e q u e n c yb a n df o rt o p o l o g i e sA ,B ,C ,D ,E ,a n dF .
Observing Figure 4, the following are clearly demon-
strated.
(i) The simulation results of typical-length “LOS” trans-
mission topologies indicate the potentially excellent
communications medium of overhead HV/BPL net-
works. Already verified in [39–42, 44, 47, 48], the
entire overhead transmission power grid resembles
a flat-fading transmission system with low-loss and
high-capacity characteristics providing an attractive
broadband communications platform for various SG
applications such as WSNs [93].
( i i )R e g a r d l e s so ft h eo v e r h e a dH V / B P Lt o p o l o g y ,t h e
low-loss flat-fading transmission system with high-
capacity characteristics still exists. Although end-to-
e n do v e r h e a dH Vt o p o l o g i e so fl e n g t h su pt o5 0k m
are examined, the corresponding capacity results are
very encouraging in the 3–30MHz frequency band
when FCC Part 15 limits and average noise scenario
are considered; that is, when the distance 𝐿BPL is
equal to 1km, 2km, 5km, 10km, 25km, and 50km,
the capacity 𝐶 of the overhead HV/BPL topology is
equal to 393Mbps, 382Mbps, 345Mbps, 317Mbps,
269Mbps, and 224Mbps, respectively.
(iii) The previous capacity results reveal the critical role
of distance between BPL units during the design of
overhead HV/BPL networks. The high number of
BPL units implies that overhead HV/BPL topologies
are characterized by shorter end-to-end distances
𝐿BPL permitting higher capacities for the overhead
HV/BPL network. Nonetheless, denser overhead
HV/BPL topologies require higher network infras-
tructure complicacy and higher time delay due to
the hop-by-hop manner of wireline communications
relaying. It is evident that there is a trade-off between
t h ec a p a c i t ya n dt h et i m ed e l a yt h a ti sa n a l y t i c a l l y
investigated in Section 4.2.3.10 ISRN Power Engineering
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Figure 3: An indicative overhead HV/BPL network considered as a cascade of 𝑁+1modules corresponding to 𝑁+1overhead HV/BPL
topologies.
Table 1: System parameters of the used WSNs and overhead HV/BPL topologies.
Length of the
overhead HV
network L (km)
1, 2, 5, 10,
25, 50, 100
Distance
between BPL
units LBPL (km)
1, 2, 5, 10, 25,
50
Data rate of the
sensor network
wireless relaying
RSNWR (kbps)
250 (ZigBee)
Data rate of the
short relay node
wireless
connection
RSRNWC
780kbps
(Bluetooth),
250kbps (ZigBee),
54/11Mbps (IEEE
WiFi 802.11a/b)
Distance
between relay
nodes Lrelay (km)
0.5, 1
Message size per
relay node 𝑆𝑑
(kbps)
32, 64, 128
Data rate of the
long relay node
wireless
connection RLRNWC
64kbps
(GSM),
384kbps (3G),
20Mbps
(4G/LTE)
Data rate of the
BPL wireline
connection RBPL
RBPL ≤𝐶
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Figure 4: Cumulative capacity of the 150kV single-circuit over-
head HV MTL configuration versus frequency for different “LOS”
transmission topologies when FCC Part 15 limits and average noise
scenario are considered and WtG
1 coupling scheme is applied (for
plot clarity reasons, the subchannel frequency spacing is equal to
1MHz).
4.2. Maximum Delay Time and Network Models. The fol-
lowing discussion focuses on the maximum delay time of
WSNs that are deployed across overhead HV networks when
different arrangements of the three network models (i.e.,
LNM, OANM, and BPLeNM) are adopted. The impact of
various parameters, such as distance between relay nodes
𝐿relay,distancebetweenBPLunits𝐿BPL,messagesizeperrelay
node 𝑆𝑑, data rate of the long relay node wireless connection
𝑅LRNWC, data rate of the short relay node wireless connection
𝑅SRNWC, data rate of the BPL wireline connection 𝑅BPL,a n d
different ICTs on maximum time daily is thoroughly studied.
4.2.1. LNM. After the consideration of its mathematical
analysis in Section 3.2, LNM is the simpler and the more
intuitive network model for describing the behaviour of
WSNs across overhead HV networks. It is characterized by
clarity and a straightforward examination of the information
delivery problem while the computation of maximum delay
time is synopsized by only one equation—see (3). However,
the cost of simplicity, which is highlighted in this subsection,
is the poor performance in terms of maximum delay time.
InFigure 5(a),themaximumdelaytimeofLNMisplotted
versus the length of the overhead HV network for different
messagesizesperrelaynodewhenthedistancebetweenrelay
nodesisequalto0.5km.InFigure 5(b),samecurvesaregiven
but for distance between relay nodes equal to 1km.
From Figures 5(a) and 5(b), several interesting remarks
regarding LNM performance can be highlighted.
(i) Depending on geographical constraints and other
technoeconomic issues, the distance between two
overhead HV towers, which is equal to the distance
b e t w e e nr e l a yn o d e s ,c a nv a r yf r o m0 . 5k mt o1k m .ISRN Power Engineering 11
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Figure 5: Maximum delay time of the 150kV single-circuit overhead HV MTL configuration versus length of the overhead HV network for
different message sizes per relay node. (a) Distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay = 0.5km. (b) Distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay =1km.
ShorterdistancesbetweenoverheadHVtowersimply
denser WSNs and higher requirements for WSN data
delivery[17,23,30,94,95].Observing(5)andFigures
5(a) and 5(b), doubling the number of relay nodes
causes quadrupling of the maximum delay time.
(ii) WSNs have gained attention for power grids due
to their collaborative, convenient, and environment-
friendly nature. Their adoption and further exploita-
tion will continue because they offer a reliable and
efficient management of critical power grid pieces of
equipment [6, 17, 23, 96, 97]. However, the imple-
mentation of denser WSNs will create an increase
of the gathered information that implies a respective
increase of message size per relay node. Taking into
consideration (5) and Figures 5(a) and 5(b),d o u b l i n g
thesizeofW SNperrelaynodecreatesdoublingofthe
maximum delay time.
(iii) Apart from the delay issue, LNM suffers from imbal-
ance of workload. The traffic handled by the relay
nodesthatareclosertothesubstationsissignificantly
higher than the traffic served by the relay nodes that
are installed farther away [11].
4.2.2. OANM. The maximum delay time results of
Section 4.2.1 indicate that LNM is suitable for overhead
HV networks that are characterized by short end-to-end
distances and low demands for monitoring and surveillance.
Otherwise, the occurred delay times are prohibitive for
real-time operations across the overhead HV network. In
fact, the previous conditions can only be identified in areas
where branches of overhead HV networks are deployed. Due
to these findings, it is necessary to identify a more efficient
and robust network model in order to deliver the gathered
sensor data.
With reference to Figure 2(b), through the establishment
of long relay node wireless connections between represen-
tative relay nodes and the control center, OANM succeeds
in sending the collected sensor data of relay nodes to the
control center directly without relying on neighbor relay
nodes[11,16,20,26,92].InOANM,thenumberofrelaynode
groups as well as the number of the allocated relay nodes per
group is adjusted in accordance with the WSN performance
requirements.
In Figure 6(a), the maximum delay time is plotted versus
t h en u m b e ro fr e l a yn o d eg r o u p sa n dt h en u m b e ro fr e l a y
nodes per relay node group for a 100km long overhead
HV network. GSM technology is used for the long relay
node wireless connections; the message size per relay node is
assumedtobeequalto32kbitsandthedistancebetweenrelay
nodesisequalto1km.InFigures6(b)and6(c),sameplotsare
given when 3G and 4G/LTE technologies are adopted for the
long relay node wireless connections, respectively.
Studying Figures 6(a)–6(c), several interesting findings
concerning the performance of OANM can be pointed out;
namely, we have the following.
(i) The increase of the number of relay node groups
reduces the maximum delay time. This is due to the
fact that the information data of sensors prefer to
be transferred via the fast long relay node wireless
connections instead of stacking during the hop-by-
hop mannerof shortrelay node wireless connections.
However, the trend of maximum delay time shows a
diminishing return; when the number of relay node
groups is above 80% of the total relay nodes, the
potentialmaximumdelaytimeimprovementissmall.
The best result concerning the maximum delay time
is achieved when each relay node has long relay node
wireless connection capabilities; for the 100km long
overhead HV network, the maximum delay time is
equal to 0.5s, 0.083s, and 0.0016s for GSM, 3G, and
4G/LTE transmission technologies, respectively.
( i i ) I ft h en u m b e ro fr e l a yn o d eg r o u p si sr e l a t i v e l y
small (i.e., below 20% of the total relay nodes), then
more relay nodes per group are required so that
the maximum delay time remains lower than the
respective one of LNM. In fact, when there is no long
relay node wireless connection (i.e., the relay node
group is equal to zero), the maximum delay time of
OANMcoincideswiththerespectiveoneofLNM.All
the WSN information data are transmitted through12 ISRN Power Engineering
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Figure 6: Maximum delay time of the 150kV single-circuit overhead HV MTL configuration of topology F for different relay node group
arrangements. (a) GSM. (b) 3G. (c) 4G/LTE.
the short relay node wireless connections using the
LNM hop-by-hop manner.
(iii) The worst case scenario in terms of the maximum
delay time occurs when only one relay node group is
used.Actually,whentherelaynodesthatareallocated
to this relay node group are greater than 50% of
t h et o t a lr e l a yn o d e s ,a l lt h eg a t h e r e di n f o r m a t i o n
arrives at the representative relay node in a hop-by-
hop manner creating an information stack. The worst
maximum delay time occurs when only one relay
node group is deployed and all the relay nodes of
WSNareputintothisgroup;forthe100kmlongover-
head HV network, the maximum delay time is equal
to 213s, 171s, and 163s for GSM, 3G, and 4G/LTE
transmission technologies, respectively. Despite the
used transmission technology, the maximum delay
time of OANM is worse than the respective one of
LNM.
(iv) For the same number of relay node groups, 4G/LTE
and 3G transmission technologies show a slightly
smaller maximum delay time than that of GSM [91,
98]. In fact, the main performance improvements
o c c u ri nt h eb e s ta n dw o r s tc a s e sb e c a u s et h ei n f o r -
mationtransmissionofthesecasesismainlybasedon
the long relay node wireless connection.
(v) To have schedulable and practically feasible relay
node group arrangements, there is an additional
physical constraint on how many relay nodes can be
a l l o c a t e di n t oar e l a yn o d eg r o u p .S i n c es e n s o r sp e r i -
odically generate data—that is, the average reporting
interval time of sensors is equal to 4s—the data rate
of the long relay node wireless connections shouldISRN Power Engineering 13
be faster than the sensor data generation rate within
ag r o u p .O t h e r w i s e ,d a t aw i l lb eb a c k l o g g e dc r e a t i n g
an overflow at buffer of the representative relay node
(backlog problem). In accordance with [11], GSM
technology poses significant restrictions regarding
the size of the relay node group arrangements. Also
taking into consideration the previous assumption
concerning the performance of various transmission
technologies, only 3G transmission technology is
going to be considered, hereafter.
(vi) In order to minimize the maximum delay time and
balance the workload among relay nodes, each relay
node should have a direct wireless link to the control
center.Despiteitspromisingresults,thisarrangement
is expensive in terms of equipment costs, deployment
costs, maintenance costs, and extra energy consump-
tion due to the direct cellular wireless links [11, 16,
92]. Apart from the worst and best cases, an average
arrangement should be selected; the arrangement
that presents maximum delay time equal to the
median value of the maximum delay time defines a
macroscopic metric providing a more representative
estimate of the performance results of OANM. With
respect to Figure 6(a) and for the 100km long over-
head HV network, when two relay node groups with
49relaynodeseacharedeployed,themaximumdelay
time is equal to 45.6s, that is, the median value of
maximum delay time. Anyway, this high value of the
maximum delay time of the average arrangement in
comparison with the reporting interval time reveals
that arrangements near to the best case should be
implemented in order to successfully cope with the
backlogproblem.Withoutlosingthegeneralityofthe
analysis,onlytheworst,theaverage,andthebestcases
of OANM are considered in the following analysis.
Similarly to LNM, OANM is thoroughly studied when
different scenarios concerning the future expansion of WSNs
across overhead HV networks occur. More specifically, in
Figure 7(a), the maximum delay time is plotted versus the
lengthoftheoverheadHVnetworkfordifferentmessagesizes
perrelaynodewhenthedistancebetweenrelaynodesisequal
to0.5kmandtheworstcaseofOANMisadopted.Inthesame
figure, the reporting interval time is also depicted. In Figures
7(b) and 7(c), the same curves are drawn for the average and
thebestcaseofO ANM,respectively .InFigures7(d)–7(f),the
sameplotswithFigures7(a)–7(c)aregivenwhenthedistance
between relay nodes is equal to 1km.
From Figures 7(a)–7(f),t h ef o l l o w i n ga r eo b v i o u s .
(i) Regardless of the arrangement and the message size
per relay node, OANM succeeds in maintaining the
maximumdelaytimeofoverheadHVnetworkslower
than the reporting interval time when their end-to-
end distance is lower than 10km. To maintain the
maximum delay time under the limit of the reporting
interval time for distances higher than 10km, WSN
arrangements near to the best case should be imple-
mented.
(ii) The influence of shorter distances between relay
nodes and of the increase of message size per relay
node on the OANM maximum delay time remains
the same when bad and average cases of OANM
are applied. Conversely, the previous changes have
little impact on the maximum delay time of the
best case. Since the best case of OANM mainly
dependsonthetransmissionthroughlongrelaynode
wireless connections, the changes that occur in the
wirelineenvironmentleaveintactthemaximumdelay
time that is significantly lower than the limit of the
r e p o r t i n gi n t e rv a lt i m ei na n yc a s e .
(iii) To secure the future expansion of SG and WSNs, a
technically viable solution is the installation of the
best case of OANM. Significant problems of this pro-
posal are the aforementioned issues related with the
high installation and maintenance cost and certain
assumptions dealing with the operation of the net-
work model. More specifically, OANM heavily relies
on symmetry; WSN communications infrastructure,
long relay node wireless connection infrastructure,
and all representative relay nodes are assumed to
be symmetric and available at all times. However, a
plethora of factors can bring in asymmetry OANM
destabilizing its performance metrics [16, 92].
4.2.3.BPLeNM. ThemaximumdelaytimeresultsofSections
4.2.1 and 4.2.2 reveal that the existing network models are
confined to offer reliable monitoring and control services
only to overhead HV networks that are characterized by
short end-to-end distances and low demands for monitoring
a n ds u r v e i l l a n c e .A tt h es a m et i m e ,t h ec o s to fs e c u r i n g
abundant WSN broadband services to the future’s overhead
HV networks is rather prohibitive; to cover the broadband
needs of multi-km overhead HV networks with the existing
network models, each relay node should be upgraded with
long relay node wireless connection capabilities. However,
this upgrade skyrockets the overall investment cost. Due
to these findings, it is obligatory to exploit a rather more
hard-hitting network model that can significantly reduce the
maximumdelaytimebelowthelimitofthereportinginterval
time and, at the same time, maintain a decent and affordable
cost.
In Section 4.1, it has been highlighted the excellent
broadband potential of overhead HV/BPL networks. Actu-
ally, overhead HV/BPL networks are already installed in
many countries worldwide and can provide the broadband
communications platform for the implementation of WSNs.
ThroughtheexploitationoftheinstalledBPLunitsacross
the overhead HV network, representative relay nodes can
have a broadband access to the control center. In contrast
with OANM, the BPL units that are already deployed onto
the overhead HV lines straightforwardly define the number
of the allocated relay nodes per each BPL unit. The proposed
BPLeNM gives a clear broadband view to the problem of
monitoring and surveillance of overhead HV networks using
WSNs.14 ISRN Power Engineering
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Figure 7: Maximum delay time of the 150kV single-circuit overhead HV MTL configuration versus length of the overhead HV network for
different message sizes per relay node as well as the reportinginterval time (theyellow line). (a) Worst case ofOANM, distance between relay
nodes 𝐿relay = 0.5km. (b) Average case of OANM, distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay = 0.5km. (c) Best case of OANM, distance between
relay nodes 𝐿relay = 0.5km. (d) Worst case of OANM, distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay =1 km. (e) Average case of OANM, distance
between relay nodes 𝐿relay =1km. (f) Best case of OANM, distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay =1km.
In Figure 8(a),t h ec a p a c i t yo ft h ea r i s e no v e r h e a d
HV/BPL topologies is plotted with respect to the number
of BPL units when a 100km long overhead HV network
is considered; FCC Part 15 limits are adopted and average
noise scenario is assumed in the 3–30MHz frequency band.
In Figure 8(b), the maximum delay time is plotted versus
the number of BPL units and the data rate of the BPL
wireline connections for the same overhead HV network.
Bluetoothtechnologyisusedfortheshortrela ynodewireless
connections, ZigBee technology is applied for the sensor
network wireless relaying connections, and the message size
per relay node is assumed to be equal to 32kbits while the
distancebetweenrelaynodesisequalto1km.InFigures8(c),
8(d),a n d8(e),t h es a m ec u r v e sw i t hFigure 8(b) are drawn
when ZigBee, IEEE WiFi 802.11a, and IEEE WiFi 802.11b
t e c h n o l o g i e sa r eu s e df o rt h es h o r tr e l a yn o d ew i r e l e s sc o n -
nections, respectively. Note that the data rates of the arisen
overhead HV/BPL topologies are lower than or equal to their
respective capacities. Also, in this paper, the minimum data
rate of the BPL wireline connections is assumed equal to
1M b p sw h i l et h er e s p e c t i v ed a t ar a t es a m p l i n gi sa s s u m e d
equal to 5Mbps.
From Figures 8(a)–8(e), important conclusions regard-
ing the broadband operation and performance of overhead
HV/BPL networks and WSNs are deduced; namely, we have
the following.
(i) Except for (i) the overhead HV/BPL topologies F and
Et h a tc o r r e s p o n dt oo n ea n dt h r e eB P Lu n i t s ;( i i )
the cases of data rates of the BPL wireline connec-
tions lower than 1Mbps, the maximum delay time
of BPLeNM is extremely low in all the other cases
examined regardless of the data rate of BPL wireline
connectionsandtheshortrelaynodewirelessconnec-
tion technology applied. Actually, this result becomes
evident because thearisenoverheadHV/BPL topolo-
gies are characterized by significantly higher data
rates in comparison with the sensor network wireless
relaying technologies. Due to this broadband infor-
mation platform, the maximum delay time mainly
depends on the delay time of hop-by-hop relaying
inside the relay node groups.
(ii) The maximum delay time of BPLeNM mainly
dependsonthemaximumdelaytimeoftherelaynodeISRN Power Engineering 15
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Figure 8: (a) Capacity of the overhead HV/BPL topologies for the 100kmlongoverheadHVnetwork.(b,c,d,e)Maximumdelaytimeversus
the number of BPL units and the data rate of BPL wireline connections for the 100km long overhead HV network: (b) Bluetooth short relay
nodewireless connections. (c)ZigBeeshortrelaynodewirelessconnections. (d)IEEEWiFi 802.11ashortrelaynodewireless connections. (e)
IEEE WiFi 802.11b short relay node wireless connections.
group via BPL units. This is due to the fact that the
maximum delay time of the relay node group via BPL
units is greater than the maximum delay time of the
node group of substation 1 in all the arrangements
examined. This is rather obvious investigating either
(16)o rFigure 2(c).
(iii) The influence of different short relay node wireless
connection technologies, such as Bluetooth, ZigBee,
and IEEE WiFi 802.11, is negligible on the maximum
delay time. Since the number of relay nodes per relay
node group is low, the generated information is also
low.Therefore,thedelaythatisaddedatthisinforma-
tion transmission stage is approximately equal to
the delay that is added due to the insertion of one
additional relay node. In the following analysis, only
IEEE WiFi 802.11a technology, which is the most
widely used wireless broadband access interface in
BPL technology, is applied.16 ISRN Power Engineering
(iv) Capacity is the maximum achievable transmission
rate over an overhead HV/BPL topology having a
rather theoretical value. Even if the data rate of BPL
wireline connections is limited to a small fraction of
the capacity (e.g., 5%–10% of the capacity), the maxi-
m u md e l a yt i m ei sw e l lb e l o wt h el i m i to ft h er e p o r t -
ing interval time. Anyway, the significant remaining
bandwidth of overhead HV/BPL networks validates
the strong potential of overhead HV networks to sup-
p o r tv a r i o u sS Ga p p l i c a t i o n sa n db r o a d b a n da c c e s s
fromconsumerstoremoteandunderdevelopedareas
(last mile access problem) [34–37].
(v) Similarly to OANM, an average arrangement should
be selected apart from the worst and best case. The
arrangementthatpresentsmaximumdelaytimeequal
to the median value of the maximum delay time
defines a representative estimate of the BPLeNM
performance. When IEEE WiFi 802.11a is deployed
f o rt h es h o r tr e l a yn o d ew i r e l e s sc o n n e c t i o n ,t h e
following worst, average, and best cases of the typical
100km long overhead HV network are defined.
(a) The worst maximum delay time is equal to 158s
when 1 BPL unit is installed across the 100km
long overhead HV network and the data rate of
the BPL wireline connections is equal to 1Mbps
(low capacity bound of the BPL operation).
(b) The average maximum delay time is equal to
1.37s when 19BPL units are installed across the
100km long overhead HV network and the data
rate of the BPL wireline connections is equal to
6Mbps.
(c) The best maximum delay time is equal to 0.105s
when 99 BPL units are installed across the
100km long overhead HV network and the data
rate of the BPL wireline connections is equal
to the capacity (393Mbps for the 100km long
overhead HV network).
(vi) Comparing the worst, the average, and the best
maximum delay time of BPLeNM with the respective
ones of OANM and LNM for 100km long overhead
HV networks, the advantage of BPLeNM is clearly
highlighted.
(a) The worst maximum delay time of BPLeNM
is equal to 158s while the respective ones of
OANM and LNM are equal to 163s (4G/LTE
technology) and 163s, respectively.
(b) The differences of average maximum delay
timesbetweenthethreenetworkmodelsaresig-
nificant: BPLeNM delay time is equal to 1.37 in
contrastwithOANMandLNMdelaytimesthat
are equal to 45.6s and 163s, respectively. Only
BPLeNM succeeds in maintaining the average
delay time lower than the limit of the reporting
interval time. Anyway, this is the crucial metric
that assesses the viability and practicability of a
network model.
(c)Asitconcernsthebestmaximumdelaytime,the
BPLeNM delay time, which is equal to 0.105s,
is comparable to the respective ones of OANM,
which are equal to 0.5s, 0.083s, and 0.0016s for
GSM, 3G, and 4G/LTE technology, respectively.
The best maximum delay time of LNM is equal
to 163s.
Without losing the generality of the analysis, only the
worst, the average, and the best cases of BPLeNM are
considered in the following analysis.
(vii) Conversely to OANM, the very low value of the
maximum delay time of the average arrangement in
comparison with the reporting interval time reveals
that overhead HV/BPL networks offer a convenient
and secure solution towards a fully operational WSN.
Actually, these results indicate that BPL technology
is a confident telecommunications technology in the
oncoming SG because; apart from its contribution to
the solution of the last mile problem, it defines the
stablebroadbandplatformforvariousSGapplications
such as monitoring,metering, and surveillance of the
transmission grid.
Similarly to LNM and OANM, BPLeNM is thoroughly
investigated when different scenarios concerning the future
expansion of WSNs across overhead HV networks occur.
More specifically, in Figure 9(a),t h em a x i m u md e l a yt i m e
is plotted versus the length of the overhead HV network
for different message sizes per relay node when the distance
b e t w e e nr e l a yn o d e si se q u a lt o0 . 5k ma n dt h ew o r s tc a s eo f
BPLeNMisadopted.Inthesamefigure,thereportinginterval
time is also depicted. In Figures 9(b) and 9(c),s a m ec u r v e s
are drawn for the average and the best case of BPLeNM,
respectively. In Figures 9(d) and 9(e), same plots are given
but for the distance between relay nodes equal to 1km.
From Figures 9(a)–9(f), several interesting remarks
regarding the performance of BPLeNM can be discussed.
(i) Similarly to LNM and OANM, the worst case of
BPLeNM failstocopewiththeincreaseofthedensity
of WSNs across overhead HV networks and the
increase of the generated data of WSNs during the
oncoming SG upgrade. In all the cases examined, the
maximum delay time is significantly higher than the
l i m i to fr e p o r t i n gi n t e rv a lt i m e .
(ii) IncontrastwithLNMandOANM,onlyBPLeNMcan
support a viable solution towards the SG moderniza-
tion of today’s overhead HV networks when average
arrangements are installed. Actually, the results of
BPLeNM are marginal to the limit of reporting
intervaltimeevenifWSNsareinstalledacross100km
longoverheadHVnetworks.Inaddition,theseresults
prove that the surveillance and monitoring of over-
h e a dH Vn e t w o r k sc a nb ea c h i e v e dw i t h o u ts e l e c t i n g
high cost technical solutions such as those of OANM.
(iii) Similarly to OANM, the best case of BPLeNM suc-
cessfully deals with the future expansion of SG with
WSNs. If the results of the best maximum delay timeISRN Power Engineering 17
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Figure 9: Maximum delay time of the 150kV single-circuit overhead HV MTL configuration versus length of the overhead HV network for
different message sizes per relay node as well as the reporting interval time (the yellow line). (a) Worst case of BPLeNM, distance between
relay nodes 𝐿relay = 0.5km. (b) Average case of BPLeNM, distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay = 0.5km. (c) Best case of BPLeNM, distance
between relay nodes 𝐿relay = 0.5km. (d) Worst case of BPLeNM, distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay =1km. (e) Average case of BPLeNM,
distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay =1km. (f) Best case of BPLeNM, distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay =1km.
ofBPLeNMarecombinedwith(i)thelowinstallation
cost of overhead HV/BPL networks since these net-
works are already installed across the overhead HV
lines and (ii) the maximum delay time results that are
approximatelythesamefordataratesabove10%ofthe
capacityforgivenarrangement,thenitisobviousthat
BPLeNM is underlined as the only network model
that can handle the issues arisen from the arrival of
SG.
4.3. Comparison of the Network Models. To assess the per-
formance and the feasibility of the previous network models,
the FP is proposed; FP determines the percentage of the
arrangements that present maximum delay time below the
limit of the reporting interval time for given overhead HV
network and network model. FP is a macroscopic metric
that estimates how much practical and economically feasible
the selection of a network model is when different scenarios
concerning the overhead HV configuration, WSN structure,
a n dt h eg e n e r a t e dt r a ffi co c c u r .
In Figure 10(a), the FP is plotted versus the length of the
overheadHVnetworkforthecaseofBPLeNMwhendifferent
message sizes per relay node occur and the distance between
relay nodes is equal to 0.5km. In the same figure, the FP of
LNM and OANM is also curved. In Figure 10(b),s a m ep l o t s
are given when the distance between relay nodes is equal to
1km.
Observing Figures 10(a) and 10(b), certain interesting
conclusions can be deduced.
(i) When the end-to-end distance of overhead HV net-
w o r k sr a n g e sf r o m1 k mt o1 0 k m ,a l lt h en e t w o r k
models succeed in maintaining the maximum delay
t i m eb e l o wt h el i m i to ft h er e p o r t i n gi n t e rv a lt i m e .I n
fact, LNM presents the worst results in comparison
with the other two network models while its viability
for covering the SG needs is precarious.
(ii) When the end-to-end distances of overhead HV net-
works range from 10km to 25km, LNM is unable to
satisfy the WSN needs. OANM and BPLeNM present
comparable results. However, BPLeNM seems to be
more stable and ready for satisfying the requirements
ofWSNsintheoncomingSG.Actually,the50%ofthe
possiblearrangementsofBPLeNMpresentmaximum18 ISRN Power Engineering
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Figure 10: FP of the 150kV single-circuit overhead HV MTL configuration versus length of the overhead HV network for different message
sizes per relay node when LNM (solid lines), OANM (dashed lines), and BPLeNM (dotted) are applied. (a) Distance between relay nodes
𝐿relay = 0.5km. (b) Distance between relay nodes 𝐿relay =1km.
delay time below the limit of the reporting interval
time in contrast with the approximately 14% and 0%
of OANM and LNM ones, respectively, when 50km
long overhead HV networks need to be monitored
and controlled.
(iii) When the end-to-end distances of overhead HV
networks are above 25km, OANM and LNM fail to
satisfy the limit of the reporting interval time; the
limit of the reporting interval time is satisfied only by
thea pp r o xima tely5%and0%ofthepossiblearrange-
ments of OANM and LNM, respectively. Conversely,
the45%ofthepossiblearrangementsofBPLeNMsat-
isfy the previous limit presenting remarkable stability
concerning changes of the density of WSNs across
overhead HV networks and changes of the generated
data of WSNs during the oncoming SG upgrade.
(iv) Except for the equipment of WSNs, LNM and
BPLeNM exploit the already installed infrastructure
of overhead HV networks. In contrast, high OANM
performance is mainly based on the upgrade of the
existing WSN with long relay node wireless connec-
tions.Theuseoftheseconnectionsheavilyaggravates
the overall budget of the investment increasing the
relevant operational costs. Hence, OANM proves to
be a high-cost technical solution in contrast with
LNM and BPLeNM.
(v) First, overhead HV networks define the key to devel-
o p i n ga na d v a n c e dI P - b a s e dp o w e rs y s t e m ,o ff e r i n g
ap l e t h o r ao fp o t e n t i a ls m a r tg r i d( S G )a p p l i c a t i o n s
[40, 41, 53, 54] .S e c o n d ,a p a r tf r o mt h ed e l i v e r yo f
broadbandlastmileaccessinremoteand/orunderde-
veloped areas, overhead HV/BPL networks constitute
a tempting communications medium for the deploy-
ment of WSNs [31–37, 99–102]. Therefore, overhead
HV/BPL networks can boost the performance of
WSNs using BPLeNM.
5. Conclusions
This paper has presented the BPLeNM that is suitable for the
study and the network design of WSNs across overhead HV
networks. BPLeNM has been compared to two other well-
validated and recently proposed network models (i.e., LNM
and OANM) from the relevant literature. Prior to the numer-
ical simulations, the general mathematical formulation of
these three network models had first been presented. The
simulationresultsconcerningmaximumdelay timeofWSNs
have indicated the clear supremacy of BPLeNM against the
other two network models in a plethora of today’s overhead
HV network scenarios when different network arrangements
andICTsaredeployed.Actually,BPLeNMistheonlysuitable
network model for handling the increase of the density of
WSNs across overhead HV networks and the increase of
the generated data of WSNs during the arrival of SG in the
oncoming years. Finally, BPLeNM defines an efficient, low-
cost, and easily configurable network model since it exploits
the abundant broadband capabilities of the already installed
overhead HV/BPL networks.
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